VIRKAD STJÄRNA
Design: Titti Stenke @diwybytitti
Pattern for private use. If you want to use my pattern in other ways please contact me for
permission: www.virrkpannan.gmail.com

Yarn: Scheepjes catona, Lisa 8/4 Svarta fåret, cotton alpacka Katia, Katina cablé 5, Katia
tencel cotton, Tilda cotton eco, Scheepjes cotton 8
Crochet hook: 2-3 mm, when crocheting for babies, I use a smaller hook than recommended
for the yarn.
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Pattern:
First you crochet a cirkle, and then the star points are made one by one. Make two stars and
then crochet or sew them together. In the first two pictures above the stars are sewn together
and in the next two pictures the stars are crocheted together.
The cirkle in the middle: (crochet as a spiral)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ch 2,6sc in the second ch from the hook = 6sc
2 sc in each stitch =12sc
*1 sc in the first stitch, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat ** = 18 sc
*1 sc in each of the first 2 stitches, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat** = 24 sc
*1 sc in each of the first 3 stitches, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat ** = 30 sc
*1 sc in each of the first 4 stitches, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat ** = 36 sc
*1 sc in each of the first 5 stitches, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat** =42 sc
*1 sc in each of the first 4 stiches, 2 sc in the next stitch*, repeat ** = 50sc

Cut the yarn and weave in the ends.
Star points:
Start in one of the stitches arond the cirkle. Crochet back and forth and decreas stitches in
both sides every other row.
1. 10 sc, turn
2. Ch 1, 10 sc, turn
3. Ch 1, skip the first sc, 7 sc, 2 sc together = 8 sc, turn
4. Ch 1, 8 sc, turn
5. Ch 1, skip the first sc, 5sc, 2 sc together = 6sc, turn
6. Ch 1, 6 sc, turn
7. Ch 1, skip the first sc, 3 sc, 2 sc together = 4 sc, turn
8. Ch 1, 4 sc, turn
9. Ch 1, skip the first sc, 1 sc, 2sc together = 2sc, turn
10. Ch 1, 2 sc, turn
11. Ch 1, 2 sc together, turn
12. Ch 1, 1sc
Make 5 star points.
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Make 2 stars and chrochet or sew together from the right side. If you crochet together:
Crochet with sc along the sides. Start with the same colour as the star to get a more even
result. Start at one star point, in the end of every star point you make 2sc. Stuff the star as you
go. Change to another colour, crochet one more row sc around the star. 2sc in the end of every
star point, and between the starpoints you make 3sc together.
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